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В. Lukács. Q. Paát Nontrivial Pfaffian forms in cosmology KFKI 1988 76/B 

ABSTRACT 

The compatibility of possible continuous cosmotogic particle creauon WIÍ.I tf.emiu > • d. > 
started. It b found that with the usual к 2 Pfaffian (dQ rdS) the compatible ; i olds '. ... 
special cases. К 2 З Pfafflans can easily be reconciled with continuous creation м^се и er • -. ; 1 
therrnodynarnic state space is accessible by quasistai« anabatic processes J . U . s-ater^ -:• 
local rather than global irreversibility This property may prevent Heat Death tven vwitn inrfofmik 
old model Universes 

Б. Лукач, Г. Паал: Нетривиальные Пфаффовы формы в космологии. KFKI-1988-76/B 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Исследована совместимость возможного непрерывного космологического рожде 
ния частиц с термодинамикой. Найдено, что при использовании об< шой пфаффовой 
фоомы с К=2 совместимость имеет место только при специальных условиях. В отли 
чие от этого пфаффову форму с К«гЗ гегко согласовать с непрерывным рождением. 
Ввиду того , что целое термодинамическое пространство состояний досягаемо ква-
эистатическими процессами, такие системы являются необратимыми только локаль
но, а не глобально. Последнее свойство может предотвратить тепловую смерть 
Вселенной даме в случае бесконечно старой космологической модели. 

Lukács В., Paál Q.: Nemtrlvfálls Pfaff formák a kozmológiában KFKI 1988 76.8 

KIVONAT 

Megvizsgáljuk az esetleges folytonos kozmológiai részecskekeités kompatibilitását a 
termodinamikával Az adódik, hogy a szokásos K- 2 Pfaff forma azaz dO TdS csak nagyon speciális 
esetekben kompatibilis e rószecskekeletkezéssel Ezzel szemben K>3 Pfaff formák könnyen 
összhangba hozhatóak vele. Mivel ekkor a teljes termodinamikai állapottér elérhető kvázisztatikus 
adiabatikus folyamatokkal, Ilyen rendszerek Irreverzibiiitása az állapottérben inkább lokális, mint 
globális. E tény meggátolhatja a hőhalál beálltát még végtelenül öreg modell Világegyetemekben 



1. IBTBODUCTKMI 

Thermodynamics offers a very economic way of describing 
physical systems. It condenses the huge set of microscopic vari
ables into a few macroscopic ones (l). This may quite be suffi
cient for a given study, and then one can avoid the complicated 
and often even hopeless task of detailed microscopic analysis. 
Thermodynamic picture is often used in cosmology too, and here It 
also bridges over the substantial differences in scales in the 
following way. Using available microscopic information, symmetry 
principles and common sense considerations first a macroscopic 
formulation is made for the local description of natter, then 
this matter governs the geometry on megascopic scales according 
to General Relativity. The first serious success of this approach 
was the standard hot Universe [2] thermodynamically based on ex
perience from particle physics that at the observed photon/proton 
ratio n r/n p-10 9 photons and light ultrarelativistic particles 
dominate both energy density and pressure from a hot plasma state 
upwards in temperature; then pspc /3. Formulating this as 

p s (Hw* /90h3c3)T* (1.1) 
where R is the number of hellcity states for light particles, one 
can extrapolate back in time, until a past singularity cca. 15 
billion years ago; for the present the predictions are conform to 
observations, including e.g. the overall decelerating expansion, 
time scales and He/H ratio. 

Nevertheless, in the last decade It has been clearly recog
nised that the behaviour of matter cannot have been so simple 
during the whole past. Theoretical constructions suggest at least 
two important phase transitions at high energies: quark confine
ment and OUT spontaneous symmetry breaking. From observational 
viewpoint, some numbers are too large in the Universe: e. g. the 
total baryonic number N within the cosmoioglc horizon is cca. 
10 7 e. Combining tins with the photon/baryon ratio, S-10 8 7 [3], S 
being about the number of photons. These huge dimensionless num
bers are simply unaesthetlc initial conditions in the standard 
model, instead of simply accepting them it would be rather desir
able to get explanations how they have been growing from some 
reasonable initial value (of the order of l) to the present one«. 
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Рог entropy one »ay always believe in primordial vehement 
nonequllibnum processes, for which natural candidates are the 
phase transitions [31; for particle number the situation is more 
complicated, e.g. simultaneous baryon nonconservation and CP-vio-
latlon are needed [4]. We do not go into the details of horizon, 
flatness, ac. problems "».ere (cf. review articles as e. g Ref. 4); 
generally the suggested mechanisms may work if we believe in for
tunate fine tunings or extreme values of unknown parameters. It 
is quite possible that inclusion of the new microscopic theories 
may solve the above mentioned problems but one should not tell 
that observations prove that microscopy. 

Similar statement is true for the macroscopic, thermodynamic 
description. The thermodynamics of the QCD and GUT continue is 
Known as far as the microscopy itself is (cf. e. g. Refs. 5 and 
6), and practically all phe.se transition scenarios suggested in 
microscopic language have been translated into thermodynamic one 
[T-10J. The thermodynamic behaviour is "harmless" enough, still 
fine tuning or well planned initial conditions are needed [11 J. 
One is sometimes haunted by the feeling that something is funda
mentally wrong in the description of early stages. This may be, 
of course, either General Relativity or thermodynamics, but the 
first possibility is not too probable. Namely, without new, arbi
trary parameters, higher curvature terms neglected in the Ein
stein equation, can be expected to have effects only on Planck 
scale, specific energy -10 1 Q GeV or density Ю 9 3 g/cm3 [12], so 
they are really negligible even at the GUT phase transition. 

The situation is not so clear with the validity of the used 
thermodynamic formalism. We do not consider here the obvious 
question if the thermodynamic equations are correct for the par
ticular Kind of matter; they are formed from the best available 
microscopy. Rather we are interested in general problems. Several 
aspects have already been investigated and checked: 

1) The criteria for selecting the relevant extensives are 
well known [J] and can be checked for the early Universe [13). 

2) One may expect troubles with the so called nonequlllbrium 
thermodynamics when "cellular" equilibrium [141 breaks down. This 
may happen from two fundamental reasons. First spatial gradients 
may be too high; then one should correct the entropy with gradi
ent or current terms arriving at Gyarmati's wave equation [15]. 

http://phe.se
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But in tue early Universe gradients of intensives are expected to 
have immediately been destroyed by the radiation. Second the time 
derivatives may be too high, preventing the development of near-
equilibrium momentum distributions {independently of currents) 
[16J; then the entropy should be corrected with terms describing 
deviations [17). Such calculations do exist ior the early Uni
verse [10,19], with the result that the new effects are important 
only if GUT scale parameter is inconveniently high from particle 
physics' viewpoint. 

3) One may have doubts about clear separation of micro-, 
macro- ard megascopic scales, necessary for the general approach. 
But these scales merge only at Planck density, 16 orders of mag
nitude above characteristic GUT density. 

4) There may be arbitrariness in the operative definition of 
adiabatic isolation, needed for defining the internal energy 
120]. However, in cosmology, this definition can be made unique 
exploiting the total spatial symmetry [20]. 
So the most obvious objections are at least partially answered 
and still one may be dissatisfied. 

The present paper mentions a further possible "anomaly", 
practically not discussed in the literature so far, which may 
have occurred in the thermodynamic behaviour of the matter of the 
very early Universe and may have influenced its evolution. We do 
not claim its existence, we merely state that it is not ruled out 
by any known evidence, and call attention to the fact that it 
seems to be connected with a favourite problem of last, century's 
thinking about the Universe: the Heat Death. 

2. HEAT DEATH. COHTIHUOUfí CREATIOH, AHD ARROW OF TIME 

Before tue advent of General Relativity in 1916 it »;as 
highly problematic to get a clear picture about the long range 
evolution of matter in the Universe. Conservation laws suggested 
infinite age, while the Second Law of thermodynamics would have 
led to total corrosion in such a Universe even before the present 
time. This ultimate corrosion was named Heat Death. Various mech
anisms were imagined to avoid it. One such was the refusal of 
Second Law on megascopic scales. E.g. Poincaré expressed doubts 
about the validity of the concept of heat on such scales [21]. 
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However, these overstretched conceptual constructions were not 
too convincing and are now unnecessary with a past singularity. 
The present thermodynamic state of matter is quite conform with 
Its calculated finite ag3. in models containing the past singu
larity. Heat Death belongs to infinite future and so to eschatol-
ogy. In addition, even the closed Universe of General Relativity 
is not a closed system of thermodynamics, since its total volume 
Y and emrgy E are not constant and so variational principles do 
not automatically lead to maximal entropy. 

However one may not be sure that the problem is completely 
eliminated forever. The problem may return in unorthodox but pos
sible cosmologies containing either infinite pre-PlancR past (in
cluding oscillating models) or any Kind of steady state with con
tinuous creation. (For the advantage and possibility of both 
Ideas cf. e. g. Ref. 22. ) 

Infinite pre-PiancK past is profitable if one wants to avoid 
past singularity; although the physics at or above Planck density 
is unknown, semiclassical approximations to "Quantum Gravity" can 
suggest static stage for the Universe there [22] or exponential 
expansion [23]. Then the Universe is indefinitely old. Again, 
perfect cosmologic principle would require 10 symmetries (includ
ing timelike ones) [24], which is again static or exponential ex
pansion. But then, because of the timelike symmetry, the Universe 
should be in steady state, e.g. of constant particle density. If 
this density is not о (exact particle-antiparticle symmetry) then 
the total particle number cannot be conserved, a continuous cre
ation must balance the expansion. It is highly probable that now 
our observable cosmic neighbourhood is not in steady state, but 
this does not rule out a primordial approximate steady state or 
steady state outside the present, hot lzon. 

Continuous creation might also explain the present baryon 
number via evolution, and, in fact, Dirac's large number hypothe
sis, based on the order of magnitude "coincidence" 

N ~ (e»/Gropme)* (2. 1) 
led to a set of models with continuous creation [25]. In such 
models a particle number generally considered constant in closed 
macroscopic (and therefore thermodynamic) systems grows on megas
copic time and distance scales, and this, as shown in Sect. 6, 
contradicts familiar thermodynamics. 
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ТЬеге is another problem related to Heat Death (and possibly 

to perfect cosaologlc principle). It is Arrow of Time, it demon
strates a hufe conceptual difference between General Relativity 
and. say, thermodynamic*, in relativity the space-time is a net
work of events existing in four dimensions. Time reversal is also 
possible, nothing seems to prefer future to past or vice versa. 
This world picture clearly contradicts to macroscopic experience 
in two fundamental ways. The first is a very clear human feeling 
about the existence of a present, l. e. a set of preferred space-
like hypersurfaces. (For a very clear formulation of this cf. 
Ref. 26.) In the Universe this set is automatically selected by 
the symmetries. However even then there exists the second prob
lem, the orientatedness of elementary steps in one direction of 
the map. It must be imposed as extra condition on the space-time 
map, and it is Arrow of Time. Its origin is a matter of continu
ous discussions (cf. e.g. Ref. 27); for any case, in thermodynam
ics its manifestation is Second Law, analogous to the local 
causality principle of relativity that every motion remains in 
the light cone and dt/dT>0. 

An idea is that somehow the global cosmologlc evolution sin
gles out the preferred local directions [27]. Anyway, Second Law 
exists and acts; it organises the evolutions into reasonable or
dered sets of events and in usual thermodynamics generates irre
versibility for any local pieces of matter. 

In this paper we show that a continuous creation is compati
ble with thermodynamics without any problem if the Pfaffian form 
used in the theory is not the usual T--Z, but K>3 type CI] (for 
details see Sects. 6 and 7). However then local organising activ
ity of Second Law will not generate a "global irreversibility" 
for the history of matter: the evolution stages of matter cannot 
be put into a time-oriented se<iuence. 

3. THE DTHAHICS OF THE UHVBRSB 

In this Section we give the most fundamental formulae for 
the dynamics of a general relatlvistic Universe. First the geome
try. A Universe solution must possesss full spatial symmetry, 
i.e. 6 Killing vectors acting on a space-like hypersurfacc [24J. 
Then the symmetry group is one of 3 possibilities: S0(4) (Ks*i, 
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closed spherical). Б(3) (K=0. open flat) or SO(3,1) (open hyper-
bollc). The line element is 

as* : dt* - R* (t) tdx* *f* (ж) (de> **in*ede* n <з. D 
where 

sin ж for k= + l 
f(x) = x for k^O (3.2) 

SH Ж for k=-l 
[24). Because of the syumetrles the energy-momentum tensor has 
tne simple form 

T 1 K : pu iu K»P(g i K*u 1u K) (3. 3) 
where p is the energy density, while P is a dynamical pres
sure. Due to the contracted Bianchl identity [26] the energy-mo
mentum tensor is divergence-free: 

T i r
; r = О (3.4) 

where the semicolon stands for covenant derivative. In such a 
symmetric situation the Einstein equation has only two nontrivlal 
components, and eq. (3.4) is an integrability condition for the 
system. Finally one arrives at 2 equations 

R» = -K • (öl/3)GpR* (3.5a) 
p • 3(R/R) (p*P) : О (3. 50) 

So a balance equation is obtained for the energy density purely 
from General Relativity. This definitely does not happen for the 
particle number density; one may taKe a balance equation 

n • 3(R/R)n : v (3. 5) 
but then the source term v is still arbitrary and should be 
taken from experiments. For further comparison note that the ve
locity u 1 of the cosmologic flow has no spatial component and 
therefore 

U r . r .- 3R/R (3.7) 

«. PFAFFIAM FORR OP TUB IHCREKBST OF THERMAL SBEROT 

In thermodynamics the form of the increment of thermal en
ergy dQ possesses a central role, because this quantity carries 
the "nonmechanical" changes (the symbol d stands for infinitesi
mal changes which are in general not total derivatives, while d 
means infinitesimal change of a function of the variables of the 
state space). Following Ref. l one can start from the decomposi
tion of the change of internal energy 
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dE = eV * dG (4. 1) 

Неге dw" is the nonthermal change; some generalized forces cause 
generalized deformations on the system. This decomposition is not 
necessarily unique, as mentioned above; it depends on the defini
tion of adiabatic isolation, and the problem is discussed in Ref. 
20. Having defined dW one can proceed. In our case 

dQ - dE • pdV - MdN (4. 2) 
where trie coefficients p and p depend only on the densities 

P s E/V (4. за) 
n = H/V (4. 3b) 

and can be measured in quasistationary processes. 
Although these coefficients may be various, the form of dQ 

Is restricted into a few classes. Namely, consider the general 
form 

dQ = E j n x i { X K ) d X 1 (4.4) 
where m e functions x A are analytic in the state space. Then, by 
introducing new variables one can always arrive at one of the se
ries of canonical forms 

dQ = dQ(X k); K-\ 
- a(X k)dS(X k

;; YL-Z (4. 5) 
= dZ(X K) • 0(X k)dS(X k>; K=3 

A c , for Kin [l]. In the case of one chemical component the maxi
mum is K-3. These forms are calied canonical Pfaffian forms and 
the actual class is intimately connected to the type of thermody
namic irreversibility. In order to see this, impose a condition 
of Second Law type 

dQ > 0 (4. 6) 
for closed systems, and take classes K=l and 2. For K-l there is 
a function Q(X k) which must not decrease. Therefore by observing 
the extensives X 1 in two states of matter one may see which one 
is the latter stage of evolution (unless the special case Q\zQz 

happens by chance). Similarly, for K:2, the function S must have 
a definite direction of evolution. H--\ is of little interest in 
thermodynamics, while X.--Z is the standard thermodynamics [1J. 

In these first two classes the points of the thermodynamic 
state space are l inaccessible from at least one suitably chosen 
neighbouring point in quasistationary adiabatic processes 1. e. by 
curves going through equilibrium states with dQ=0 [1J. How, for 
K!3 the state space does not contain i points. This means that 
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any point pair can be linked by wans of a *Q=0 curve. Then the 
coneltloa «QiO cannot prevent cs fro» reaching any state fro» any 
other in spite of the preferred direction of elementary irre
versible processes locally representin« arrow of Tie« via Second 
Lav. in such a system, therefore, irreversibility is local but 
not gl ohm I. 

s. соваодовт wiie СТАЯВ**» пшаяаапитгсз 

In this Section we as suae that the particle source ¥ 
identically vanishes, i.e. the particle number • is constant in 
comovlng volumes, therefore M can be considered a constant param
eter in the traditional CarathCodory construction. Then the num-
ber of changin« variables is 2 (V and B) and the dimension of re
versible surfaces is 1=2-1. So, the existence of irreversibility 
leads to foliation in the (B.V;H) plane, and the usual thermody
namic formalism can be applied. 

The balance equations are (3.5b) and (3.6) (the latter with 
а О right hand side); there is an entropy density function 
szstp.n) (by Carathéodory unique, up to gauge terms given in 
Ref. 29). and the source density of entropy 

s • su r
; P = Sp'p • s nn*su r

; r : (p-P)ur
;r (5. la) 

p s <s-ps0-nsn)/Sp (5. lb) 
Pro« the positive semideflnlteness 

sgn(p-P) = sgn(ur
;r) (5.2) 

whose simplest solution is 
P = P - C<P.n)ur

;r; CiO (5.3) 
which is just the familiar case of volume viscosity (2). Having 
chosen particular functions s(p,n) and ((o,n) and 
some initial conditions the evolution is unique, lamely, eqs. 
(5.1b), (5.3) give the dynamical pressure, then гч*- (3.5b), 
(3.6) yield tne evolution of independent extensive densities, and 
with » eq. (3.5a) prescribes the expansion. 

In the standard eosmologic model С is taken o, which is 
quite good an approximation for the present Universe an! probably 
back to l sec after Big Bang; however in earlier stages the vis
cosity may have been important. By means of it one can even pro
duce steady state cosmology as far as only the dynamics and en
ergy density is concerned [30) (of course n~R~3 is decreasing, 
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unless it is O). AS mentioned above, it is more physical to con
sider a Model with approximate steady state for a substantial 
time in the ver) hot past. This is possible If the viscosity co
efficient is nearly independent of n and Ps-o. such a model 
(hot inflation) is shown in Refs. в and 9. able to solve some 
problems of standard early cosmology. 
6. coramjous CREATION 

How let us turn to cosmologies where v>0, i. e. the par
ticles which appear to be conserved in laboratory experience ar* 
in fact continuously created on a larger comic scale- we have 
seen that such a source term does not cause any problem in the 
General Relativity formalism. However, the tern is generally in
compatible with standard thermodynamics 

In order to see the problem let us calculate the entropy 
production: 

s • s u r
; r -- (p-P)ur

;r*sfli's 
=(PPfU r

; r-{u/T)v (6.!) 
By CP symmetry sgn(u)-sgn(n) (changing particles into an-
tiparticles and vice versa the energy does not change), so for 
any kind of creation the last term is negative. Still the total 
entropy production maybe positive, but the two terms seem to be 
independent, so the positivity would happen by chance. Therefore 
the continuous creation seems to be a possible mechanism for vio
lating Second Law, which is better to avoid. To eliminate this 
fundamental problem various possibilities exist, which can be 
classified into 3 main types: 

a) Both Pfaff lan form and Second Law unchanged 
al) Каур*" the irreversibility described by viscosity is not 

independent of the particle production, rather the first causes 
the second or at least guarantees the proper conditions for it. 
While this is quite possible, it is hard to imagine such a physi
cal mechanism; at least up to now none has been suggested. 

a2) Haybe the process leading to *>article production should 
explicitly appear in T l k (as viscous terms do); then via T i r

; r = 0 
a term proportional to v may be expected in the balance equa
tion of p as well, and so the positivity of the entropy pro
duction may reduce to an inequality for a coefficient just as in 
the pure viscous case of the previous Section. This is a C-field 
type resolution of the problem [31]; it is quite possible, but 
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then the particle production Is not a fundamental process, rather 
a simple transfer between two parts of the common energy-momentum 
tensor of the matter. Relativity theory does not suggest any con
nection between the balances for T i K and n*. and local physics 
does not seem to know about such effects. 

b) Pfaffian form unchanged, but Second Law rejected 
bl) Maybe we should not postulate the positivity of entropy 

production. Second Law comes from macroscopic rather than megas
copic experience: it is questionable if it should be extrapolated 
to the whole universe. Technically everything goes as before; the 
structure of eq. (6.1) is unchanged, only we do not postulate the 
sign of the right hand side. Now the above problem that the con
tinuous creation may generate even a decrease of s is not a prob
lem anymore. 

Ignoring the sign of entropy production the dynamical equa
tions permit any evolution of s. A limiting case is the "true" 
steady state model in which even s/n is constant. (This is 
caused, of course, by fortunate cancellations.) In order to see 
this possibility, observe first that p remains constant if 
P+PzO. Then eq. (3.5a) gives an exponential expansion (for 
K=0 quite satisfactory for the very early Universe), so 3R/R is 
constant too. Then one can choose a constant v maintaining 
n=const. via eq. (36). Therefore the variables of s keep con
stant valuej, so s is constant with its all derivatives. P is 
constant too via eq. ' since I Is constant. The compati
bility condition is eq. (6.1), which holds if there is a single 
algebraic connection among all the constants appearing there; 
this may impose a conditio e. g. on the actual value of n. - Then 
the Heat Death is avoided in the nice last century way by having 
an explicit term diminishing the entropy (and Just compensating 
the usual macroscopic tendency) on megascopic scales. 

In general, however, Case b) a governing principle of ther
modynamics is lost. Irreversibility is no more a law but only a 
tendency in human environment where energy and matter are much 
more concentrated than their cosmic average. A basic principle 
would then radically differ on medium and large scales. 

c) Pfafflan form changed, Second Law preserved 
Suggestion b) was that an extrapolation from macroscopy to 

megascopy might have been unjustified, especially that of Second 
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Law. But maybe the unjustified extrapolation happened not to the 
existence of irreversibilities but to the structure of the Pfaf-
fian form, and this alternative will be discussed in the next 
Section. 
7. MODIFIED PFAFFIAH 

Let us take the position tnat we believe in 
i) v>0 from any substantial cosmologic reason; 
2) dQ>0 from thermodynamic reasons; 
3) the absence of accidental cancellations in 

fundamental formulae. 
Then we are again confronted with the problem of the previous 
Section, so something is still wrong. Maybe we have an incorrect 
extrapolation of the notion of quaslstatlc (or reversible) pro
cesses. So, let us start from the beginning. 

Consider a system with adlabatlc isolation, in which we want 
to perform Joule-type experiments, but during this the only par
ticle component is continuously created. Then which are the re
versible processes here? What is the functional connection among 
E, V and N during such a process? 

The traditional answer was 
E:E(V, N^const. ) (7. 1) 

but clearly to another question. Now we are confronted with an 
alternative. The first possibility is 

E-E(V, N) for arbitrary changes of V and N (7.2) 
This is equivalent with the existence of one function constant in 
reversible processes; 

S=S(E, V, N) zconst. (7. 3) 
Hence, via Carathéodory's construction, 

dQ - TdS > 0 (7. 4) 
(if irreversibility is postulated). This leads to the case dis
cussed at the beginning of Sect. 4, because then any change of H 
may be reversible, which clearly needs compensating mechanisms. 
This seemed improbable there and note that we have no evidence 
for the reversibility structure (7.2). In fact, nobody actually 
performed Joule experiments during substantial baryon number 
changes. 

The second possibility is to observe that a Joule experiment 
performed at constant N can prove only the form 

dQ.a(V,E, N)d3(V,E, N)+ß(V, E, N) dN (7. 6) 
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How, there remains the question If this form is reducible to 

aQ=a"dS" or not. The standard literature [1] gives the following 

answer. Consider purely quasistatlc adlabatlc processes. Then 

there are two and only two possibilities. Either any point of the 

manifold is inaccessible by such processes from at least one 

point of its small open neighbourhood (Case 1) or any point is 

accessible from any neighbouring one (Case 2). The distinction 

should obviously be done according to fundamental experience in

accessible for us. How, Case 1 leads to (7.4) [lj, not discussed 

further. Case 2 results in the next simplest canonical Pfafflan 

£1] of K-3: 

dQ:dZ"(V1E,H)»p
,,(V, E.NJdS^V.E.N) (7. 6) 

Hence one may return to a form (7.5), with dZ instead of dN, 

which is not canonical, but more transparent. This form may be 

interpreted in such a way that dQ is generated by 2 dis.ioint 

Kinds of processes: e.g. "entropy" S changes if "usual" transport 

processes happen, while Z does if the creation process differs 

from that preferred by some cosmologic principles. As far as our 

Knowledge about the behaviour of particle creating systems 

reaches, such a Pfafflan form is not at all impossible. Then, 

since all points are accessible even by quasistatlc adlabatlc 

processes [l], any final state can be reached from any initial 

one. 

Still one may postulate Arrow of Time in elementary pro

cesses by an unequallty which is Second Law. But here we meet an 

alternative. Either we require only dQ>0, or dS'O and simultane

ously dZ'O. The existence of this alternative means that now en

tropy increase (if S is still entropy", is not synonimous to irre

versible evolution. (Note the analogous conjecture of Ref. 32 for 

economy, where the relevant form seems to be rather (7.5), not 

(7.4) [33]. ) 

To decide the proper form of the Second Law one should use 

observational evidences rather scarce about the creation pro

cesses in the Universe. However, note that éQlO is the weaKer 

form; by choosing that form two interesting direct possibilities 

exist to eliminate the Heath Death. (The signs of a and В are 
still unknown; here for deflnlteness' sake we postulate them pos
itive as usual for the temperature. ) Namely, one could believe 
e, g. in an evolution with úQ~0. Then Arrow of Time does not sin-
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gle out any of the possible directions of evolution, so no ulti
mate state needs to be approached. This case can be realised in 
two v;ays. First, the entropy may increase, dS>0, dZ<0, but, sec
ond, dS<0, dZ>0 is also possible; then the quantity S precipi
tately Identified with the full measure of thermodynamic evolu
tion can even decrease mimicking a rejuvenation of the system 
(compensated by the ageing of Z) in a Universe. Both cases are 
quantitative realizations of the rather obscure last century ob
jections that entropy increase was not proven for the whole Uni
verse. 

a. MODELS 

There reiuains the question how to select the actual class of 
Pfaffian for the matter filling the (early) Universe and what are 
the quantitative consequences potentially testable by observa
tions. 

For the first question the answer is twofold: cosmologlc and 
laboratory. First, cosmologlc considerations are either compati
ble with the standard thermodynamics or not. Here we list three 
different possibilities for incompatibility. If, for any strong 
reason of global cosmologic principles, one is convinced about 
continuous creation of Dlrac or Hoyle type [22, 25] but without 
any c-fleld, then, as it was demonstrated in Sect. 6, it is 
hardly compatible with K=2. If one prefers a Superuniverse with
out evolution [34], then obviously static cases are excluded by 
Einstein equation and the only possibility is to accept the per
fect cosmologlc principle, a steady state with exponential expan
sion and continuous creation of particles. (Then the observed 
Universe is not a representative sample of the whole, but rather 
a Super Duper Cluster.) A steady state needs unevolving natter 
for which a fully accessible state space is, indeed, very conve
nient . If, finally, one wants to make a pre-Planck quantum Uni
verse to avoid past singularity, then the matter is indefinitely 
old but not infinitely evolved. This can easily be achieved by 
recurrences to earlier stages in spite of Arrow of Time. Of 
course, a K=3 Pfaffian has dynamical consequences as well, 
testable in principle from observations. Nevertheless, these con
sequences are rather indirect. Namely, \> does not occur in the 
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Einstein equation p(p,n) alone thus can mimic systems with 
K=2. So, after astronomers' viewpoint, one should investigate the 
system as a physicist, l.e. on local, microscopic and macroscopic 
scales. 

Here we make only a short comment about microscopy. As far 
as Boltzmann's H-theorem works, the Pfaffian seems to be K^2. 
Namely, the negative of the H-function is a quite good entropy 
density with nonnegative production, which is a function of the 
parameters of the distribution function, so of the extensive den
sities as well (at least in cellular equilibrium [14]. so then 
there is a nondecreaslng entropy, expressing the existence of ir 
reversibility in the familiar way. We do not want to go Into the 
details of the discussions about the validity of the H-theorem; 
this again a signal that K>2 needs unfamiliar situations. We will 
return tho this problem on macroscopic scales. 

How, in macroscopy a phenomenologic local description can be 
used. Let us imagine that somehow we have been able to grasp a 
piece of matter fror the very early universe, and now we want to 
measure the class of the Pfaffian. How to do this? 

Assume that the functions p(p,n), y(P.n) are mea
sured. Then these quantities have to fulfil lntegrabiiity condi
tions for K<2. Case K-1 is almost trivial (e.g. p=p(n)); for K-2 

P : Ts + мп - p 
T - l/Sp (6. i) 
M : -Sn/3p 

and hence 
P n - ПУ П - (P+P)Pp - MPp 

If this Condition does not hold then the class is K>2 if it 
holds, still a K>2 Pfaffian can be constructed, but it is redun
dant. To see this we derive some thermodynamic relations for К-з 
needed anyway. Let us start from the Pfaffian: 

dE + pdV - pdH = dZ • TdS (6. 3) 
where T is the B" of (5.6), using the familiar notation by anal
ogy. (Since it appears in the canonical form of the Pfaffian, it 
is "almost" unique similarly to K=2, cf. Ref. 29 for that case, 
but this question was not investigated in details. ) Then, intro
ducing densities p and n one arrives at 

p : г • Ts + pn - p (в. 4) 
T = (1-Zp)/Sp (6.5) 
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U = -z n - Ts n (в. 6) 

Hence, for the Increment density of thermal energy, 
dQ/v = (z+Ts)(dV/V)) • dz • Tds (в. 7) 

How, let us consider first the case when Cond. (в.2) is ful
filled. Then a K=2 entropy density s" can be constructed via 
(в. 1), and then 

T : T(s"p) 
s = -s"/T's"p» (в. в) 
2 = (s"/s"p* )(T/T*+S»p) 

But then 
dQ/V = (s*(dv/V • ds*)))i/s"p (в. 9) 

Just as for K=2, so the quaslstatic adlabatlc curves are the 
Same, and then accessibility and therefore the К value must be 
the same as well. So then z is indeed redundant. There remains 
the case when Cond. (в. 2) does not hold. Then K>2. 

We do not have any experience about such matter, even do not 
know if it may exist. On one hand, for two functions the generic 
case is when an integrability condition does not hold. On the 
other, for a system of particles in thermal equilibrium one can 
prove К-г from the principle that perpeetum mobile of second type 
be excluded [35,36]. Let us postpone this question until the end 
of this section and proceed by accepting the possibility of such 
matter under unfamiliar conditions. Obviously, without any infor
mation it is pointless to construct particular equations of 
state. But there is an interesting limiting class in which con
tinuous creation can go without irreversibilities, C-fleld or vi
olation of Second Law. Let us require: 

P s p; dQ 5 0 with arbitrary v (6.10) 
(the first condition expresses the absence of viscous irre
versibilities and any C-field). Via (6.7), hence 

v\znSp-snzp*sn) s О (в.11) 
The bracketed term then must vanish, so 

z = p + w(s) 
w(s) is arbitrary (в.12) 
s = s(n,p) is arbitrary 

That is, one of the two "potentials" remains completely free. 
From eq. (6. 6) 

p s о (в. 13) 
for any n and p. 
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Tills is a natural enough result and one might ten that with 

p*0 continuous creation might go even in the class K=2. This is 
true; However there one could not achieve v=0 Independently of n. 
In order to see this, let us assume CP symmetry. Since n is nega
tive for antlparticles, the symmetry leads to an even s(p, n) 
in n, and then \>=s-sn/s9 at n=0, but not at generic n. In 
contrast to this, we have seen that for K=3 p=0 still permits an 
arbitrary even function for s, and then w is even as well. 

For the remaining intensives we get 
T = -w' (6. 14a) 
p = w - sw' (8. lib) 

From the observed remnants of earlier stages .Ttaybe p(p, n) 
could toe deduced, tout it is only one partial differential equa
tion for two functions. T would need the clarification of its 
statistical meaning to become observable, and that is rather ob
scure since the remarks above about the consequences of the H-
theorem. 

If, however, we still want to proceed farther, eq. (8.14b) 
shows that 

P = P(P. П) : P(S(p,n)) (6. 15) 
and from it 

s 
W(S) = S{W • S> - 1p(S' )dS-| (8.16) 

о 
о-

where W 0 is a zero point constant. Eq. (8.16) demonstrates that a 
true T-law 

P - (T-i)p; г г const. (в-17) 
is not possible, because then nothing would depend on n. However, 
continuous creation was invented to maintain constant density. 
Let us write 

P(s(p,n>) % (T(n)-l)p (d. 16) 
This equation of state for any constant n 0 reduces to a т-law. 
Maybe at the early stages there was т»0 for a long time, so pas-
p and inflation, R«e a t [3); later, with a decrease of n, it 
may have swithed to т»4/3, similar to a radiat on-dominated case. 
With the present absence of knowledge it would be pointless to 
try to tell more. Obviously, a 4Q=0 history is oversimplified, 
not exploiting the full possibilities of Ki3. It would be inter
esting to include cyclic processes with dQ>0 still preserving 
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eternal youth. However, for this further Investigation, and at 
least some physical idea would he needed. 

We have postponed the question of existence of such systems 
to this point. Of course, it is impossible to give a positive an
swer. However, if continuous creation played an important role in 
the very early universe, then the matter must have been in a 
state violating Cond. (в.2). This may have led to perpetua mo
biles of second type in that epoch; we do not have any evidence 
against their existence in an infinitely long pre-Planck Quantum 
Gravity history. If one wants to exclude the possibility of such 
processes even in the very remote and completely unfamiliar past, 
he may do it, but then continuous creation is excluded as well. 

One more very vague remark can he done here. In classical 
physics almost all interactions follow the Le Chatelier-Brown 
principle, i.e. have negative feedback, or tendency for equili
bration of differences. (Electric forces attract opposite 
charges, so neutralizing. ) Some short range ones (as nuclear 
forces) do not necessarily do this, but they can be regarded sur
face forces, so do not violate the thermodynamic formalism. The 
only volume force with positive feedback is gravity, and one may 
indeed find problems with the additivity of energies af subsys
tems in a self-gravitating system. In General Relativity gravity 
is not an interaction but geometry, so the problem is formally 
absent. However, when the different scales merge, I.e. at Plack 
energy, gravity (as "Quantum Gravity") appears even in the equa
tion of state. So, a self-amplifying effect may be mixed into the 
thermodynamic quantities and then anything may happen. 

9. CONCLUSIOHS 

Because of lack of positive information this Conclusion will 
be rather short. Since cosmologlc models with continuous particle 
creation are hopeful for explaining some global data of the Uni
verse, we investigated the compatibility of continuous creation 
with thermodynanics. The result is that in the generic case con
tinuous creation is incompatible with the usual *Q=TdS thermody
namics (class K;2 for the Pfaffian). Then one has an alternative: 
either the idea of continuous creation is improbable (at least 
needing very complicated handmade mechanisms) or the Pfaffian was 
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different in the matter of the very early Universe. Since with 
the Inclusion of Quantum Gravity the behaviour of the matter can 
become very unfamiliar (and is still completely unknown), we then 
chose the second possibility and tried to fill the Universe with 
a K=3 matter. This is possible in principle. Then the state space 
is fully accessible even by means of quasistatic adiabatlc pro
cesses, so even required 4Q>0 as a version of Second Law, the 
system does not necessarily show global irreversibility in its 
history. By this way Heat Death can be avoided even in "Quantum 
Cosmology" models with infinite past, suggested recently. Of 
course, some statements above are rather trivial in thermodynam
ics, but not in cosmology. 

The situation is analogous with the causality problem of 
General Relativity. There are space-times, where local conditions 
(travelling always forward and within the light cone) do not 
guarantee global causality (i.e. the possibility of going back in 
time by complicated routes), such space-times are generally ex
cluded by principles (Cosmic Censorship) on the basis that time 
travel is never observed and would lead to paradoxes. Similarly, 
K>2 Pfaffians may be excluded by requiring global irreversibil
ity. However, we do not have evidences about the quantum past of 
the universe, and the behaviour of the matter there, so, if cos
mology very needs continuous creation, it may "rave. 

It is more decent, however, to close this paper with the 
rather neutral (and proven) statement: Heat Death is intimately 
connected with continuous creation. If Arrow of Time exists, then 
continuous creation is permitted and Heat Death can be avoided if 
in the Planck era the class of the Pfaffian of the increment of 
thermal energy was larger than 2. 
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